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The Health Care Industry and DOJ’s New Corporate Conduct Enforcement 
Guidelines 

By Michael W. Peregrine and T. Reed Stephens, McDermott Will & Emery 

Health care leaders should closely note the new guidelines on corporate conduct released on 
September 9, 2015 by the Department of Justice (DOJ).[1] These Guidelines reflect a substantially 
increased focus on individual accountability for corporate wrongdoing, both civil and criminal, and on 
the importance of corporate cooperation in the context of governmental investigations. It is not a 
“rifle shot” enforcement initiative focused solely on Wall Street or the broader financial sector. 
Rather, it is intended to apply across industry sectors (including, health care).[2] The Guidelines can 
reasonably be expected to impact an organization’s approach to legal compliance, internal 
investigations, D&O insurance and indemnification protection, and interaction with management on 
matters of regulatory concern. They should, therefore, be taken seriously by senior leadership of 
health care companies.  

Indeed, given the breadth, and historically rigorous enforcement of, civil and criminal health care 
antifraud laws, the Guidelines may prompt a reassessment of the organization’s current approach to 
evaluating (and addressing) the potential risk arising from transactions and arrangements that 
implicate those laws. 

Release of the Guidelines 

The release of the Guidelines took the form of a memorandum from U.S. Department of Justice 
Deputy Attorney Sally Quillian Yates, dated September 9, 2015, to all DOJ components with 
prosecuting authority (including all U.S. Attorney’s offices across the country) and civil litigators. In 
published comments dated September 10, Ms. Yates spoke to the importance the government 
attributes to assigning individual accountability in circumstances of corporate wrongdoing, “because 
it deters future illegal activity, because it incentivizes changes in corporate behavior, and because it 
ensures that people who engage in wrongdoing are held responsible for their actions.”[3]  

The Relevant Provisions 

The Guidelines contain six separate policy statements. Those most relevant of the six statements 
(i.e., those that do not deal with internal DOJ operations) are the following: 

Cooperation Credit. The new Guidelines provide that in order for a corporation to receive credit for 
its cooperation under existing DOJ prosecution principles[4], the corporation “must completely 
disclose [to DOJ] all relevant facts about individual misconduct.” This means that the corporation 
“must identify all individuals involved in or responsible for the misconduct at issue, regardless of their 
position, status or seniority, and provide [to DOJ] all facts relating to that misconduct.” The extent of 
cooperation credit will depend upon a number of factors (e.g., the timeliness of the cooperation; the 
diligence, thoroughness, and speed of the internal investigation; the proactive nature of the 
cooperation, etc.). This applies to both criminal and civil matters. 



It is what The Wall Street Journal identified as, “the most striking element of the guidance.”[5] By 
linking corporate cooperation to providing the DOJ with information about allegedly culpable 
employees, the Guidelines present substantial new challenges and potential conflicts to governing 
boards as they respond to allegations of corporate wrongdoing while seeking to avoid prosecution of 
the corporation. 

The attentive governing board and executive leadership team will no doubt take close notice. 
Indeed, this element is likely to spark renewed leadership focus on the breadth and reach of the 
organization’s legal compliance program. It also may affect the structure and vigor of corporate 
internal investigations initiated under such programs. In particular, it has the potential for altering the 
board/management dynamic in the context of investigations—whether internal or government-
initiated. The board may be required by its fiduciary duty to focus on achieving cooperation credit 
(and avoiding prosecution). It may thus be expected to assure that its own internal review is properly 
thorough and timely, and aggressively pursues the identification of individuals (high-level or 
otherwise) presumably responsible for corporate wrongdoing. 

In addition, while the concept of cooperation credit is a long-standing principle for corporations 
addressing criminal investigations, this explicit extension to the civil enforcement concept raises 
multiple questions about the timeliness and scope of its application. For example, DOJ civil 
enforcement activity typically focuses on prioritizing financial recovery for government losses and 
curtailing corporate misconduct. In the criminal context, cooperation credit earns less draconian 
treatment by the DOJ. The Guidelines leave unanswered the question of identifying the “carrot” for 
corporations in the civil context. Moreover, prior DOJ guidance has stated that routine waiver of the 
attorney-client privilege is not an expectation for earning cooperation credit. Though silent on this 
specific issue, are the Guidelines signaling a subtle reversal? 

Focus on Individuals. Both civil and criminal prosecutors are directed to concentrate on individual 
wrongdoing from the inception of the investigation [emphasis added] through the resolution of the 
corporation’s potential exposure.[6] This special focus is intended to maximize DOJ’s ability to 
identify individual wrongdoing, which DOJ experience suggests can be daunting when large, 
complex corporations are involved. It is also intended to increase the potential for leveraging lower-
level employees with knowledge of the (alleged) wrongdoing to cooperate with DOJ and identify 
more senior corporate employees with alleged culpability. This individual-centric approach also is 
intended to maximize the likelihood that the final resolution of an investigation uncovering the 
misconduct will include civil or criminal charges against not only the corporation but individual 
wrongdoers as well. 

The notion that government attorneys will proactively investigate individuals at every step of the 
process may have an impact, for example, on how a health care provider approaches a voluntary 
disclosure of billing errors to the local U.S. Attorney’s office; how employees respond to internal 
requirements for cooperation once an internal investigation has commenced; and also on how 
employees—especially at the executive level—approach projects and transactions with material 
legal implications in the absence of any government inquiry.  

Depending upon the circumstances, those executives may henceforth be much less willing than in 
the past to pursue such projects without increased legal and regulatory comfort (e.g., “clean” legal 
opinions; pursuit of “safe harbor” treatment where available). Initiatives for which only qualified legal 
opinions or advice can be provided may not be pursued. Going forward, how much legal risk can an 
executive be reasonably willing to accept under health care laws that the Fourth Circuit has 
described as “an impenetrably complex set of laws and regulations”[7] and, more specifically, under 
a Stark Law that the appeals court referred to as a “booby trap rigged with strict liability and 
potentially ruinous exposure”?[8] Informed risk taking may suffer—a possibility with which the 
governing board should be particularly concerned. 



The focus on individual accountability also will prompt many boards to assuage the natural concerns 
of their leadership team. This action may logically include: supporting the hierarchical prominence 
and authority of the general counsel as a respected counselor to the executive leadership team; 
increasing the compliance-based education provided to executives and employees; revising 
protocols for the conduct of internal investigations; and enhancing the effectiveness of management-
to-board risk reporting mechanisms. A more discreet—but possibly prudent—action would be for the 
board to review the completeness of its emergency and permanent executive succession plans, 
assuming the remote possibility of an extreme result. 

The board also may wish to revisit the adequacy of the organization’s “D&O” insurance, 
indemnification coverage, and defense expense advancement rights extended to employees—and 
any limitations thereon. It should anticipate executive requests for greater legal support when 
dealing with transactions with complex legal and regulatory implications, and increase legal budgets 
accordingly. Key committees may heighten their level of engagement with management to help 
address concerns regarding individual and executive risk profiles. Executive incentive compensation 
plans could be expanded to incorporate legal compliance-related goals. The general counsel could 
be directed to both (a) clarify with management the fact that the general counsel represents the 
organization, and not the individual officers and directors in their personal capacity; and (b) maintain 
a list of competent defense counsel available to represent corporate employees in the event of 
investigation. 

No Routine Negotiated Releases of Individuals. Except in extraordinary circumstances, the 
resolution between DOJ and a corporation with respect to a particular investigation will not include 
protection from civil or criminal liability to any individuals. In the context of settlement or other 
resolution agreements, DOJ prosecutors are directed to preserve the ability to pursue responsible 
individuals.  

The Guidelines firmly discourage civil DOJ components from routinely agreeing to release officers, 
directors, and current and former employees from individual civil liability as a condition of the 
corporate resolution. Those familiar with False Claims Act practice in the health care industry are 
aware that such broad releases are not uncommon and are important to corporate decision makers 
considering approval of such resolutions. DOJ reluctance to continue this practice may alter the 
calculus of such decision makers at the potential end point of a matter. Further, the Guidelines do 
not indicate whether these principles of prosecutorial discretion will apply to a health care provider’s 
effort to voluntarily disclose, for example, miscoding or billing errors of significance. 

Ability to Pay. The capacity to recover losses allegedly suffered by the government has long been a 
consideration in the decision to allocate civil enforcement resources. However, the Guidelines 
specify that the pursuit of civil enforcement actions against individual corporate wrongdoers should 
not be evaluated solely on the basis of an individual’s ability to pay. Rather, that decision should 
reflect factors such as the seriousness of the individual misconduct, whether it is actionable, whether 
a judgment could be obtained, and whether an important federal interest is involved. In other words, 
the government will not be deterred from pursuing civil monetary penalties against lower-level 
employees who likely lack the ability to recompense the government for its alleged losses or for 
applicable civil penalties, if there is a long-term deterrent factor associated with such action. Time 
will tell whether the DOJ is ready to allocate precious civil enforcement resources to “empty pockets” 
defendants absent a compelling enforcement principle at stake. 

The two remaining policy statements relate primarily to internal DOJ operations. One addresses the 
need for DOJ criminal and civil attorneys handling corporate investigations to be in communication 
with each other. The expectation is that through more considered cooperation, attorneys handling 
corporate investigations will be more aware of conduct that might give rise to criminal or civil liability. 



The other statement provides that corporate cases should not be resolved without a clear plan to 
resolve related individual cases before expiration of applicable statutes of limitation. 

DOJ’s Compliance Counsel 

The new “Yates Guidelines” also should be considered together with the recent (July 30) 
announcement regarding the DOJ’s decision to create the position of “compliance counsel.” 
According to Fraud Section Chief Andrew Weissman, this counsel’s particular assignment will be to 
help determine whether corporations subject to DOJ investigation have maintained a good-faith 
compliance program.[9] The DOJ’s Principles of Federal Prosecution of Business Organizations 
(a/k/a the “Filip Memorandum”) provide that the existence and effectiveness of a corporation’s pre-
existing compliance program is a factor DOJ will take into consideration when making a prosecution 
decision. [10] 

Especially when viewed together with the “Yates Guidelines” this DOJ initiative serves as tangible 
evidence to the organization (and its leadership) of the significant benefits of an effective compliance 
program. In other words, DOJ is essentially making the “business case” for compliance. 

A Measured Response 

Health care leadership is well advised to adopt an attentive, yet measured, response to the 
Guidelines. On the one hand, even though the words “health care” do not appear in the Guidelines 
themselves, or in Ms. Yates’ public comments, there should be no misunderstanding that the 
Guidelines have particular application to all corporations—especially those that operate in highly 
regulated environments, like health care. It would be a leap of fiduciary logic for a health system 
corporate board to dismiss the Guidelines on a “lightning isn’t going to strike us” perspective. Duty of 
care principles argue for an attentive and focused response. 

Yet, the board’s response to the Guidelines should be tempered by two factors: First, the board 
should not assume that there is always high-level management involvement in alleged wrongdoing. 
Indeed, it is far more likely than not that senior management is totally uninvolved in, or unaware of, 
the alleged wrongdoing. Second, not all alleged corporate crime involves individual culpability. The 
board must be measured in its response to corporate cooperation-related concerns. Any related 
changes it may propose to the compliance program should not be premised on the assumption that 
somewhere in the organization there are employees who are responsible for the alleged 
wrongdoing. “Witch hunts” are not required. 

For those reasons and others, organizational leaders given responsibility for addressing the new 
Guidelines will want to give consideration to—but need not be driven by—what DOJ views as an 
appropriate internal investigation as conducted by the company. The advice of the company’s 
general counsel, working in conjunction with its white collar counsel, should prevail. 

Conclusion 

The DOJ’s new Guidelines on Corporate Cooperation—and their underlying emphasis on individual 
accountability—should receive close attention by health care company leadership. The new 
Guidelines could have long-term implications on how leadership approaches matters that involve 
legal risk, and on the resources, support, and direction provided by the board in connection with 
informal decision making by management. 
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